The Woman In Me

This is a story about Emma, as told by her.
The first chapter starts in the present day
with her initiating a sex-game with a
stranger in a bar. Subsequent chapters
touch on her childhood and schooldays,
then record, in detail, her transformation
from a plain, shy, young woman into an
attractive, confident, sexually adventurous
one.This comes about through her
relationship with Vincent, a man, about 10
years older than her. They both work at the
same place, a law firm, where she is a
secretary and he is a lawyer. She hears,
through anecdotes from other secretaries,
of his reputation in the firm, as a sexual
predator of young secretaries.They first
meet when she answers his plea for
someone to stay late one evening to do
some urgent work for him. Afterwards, he
offers to give her a lift home and much to
her surprise (and delight), he shows interest
in her and they start a relationship. This
soon releases her pent-up sexual
frustrations and causes her to become
sexually curious and adventurous. Vincent
is highly educated and is a very strong,
confident, dominating character. Emma has
a
very
limited
education,
no
self-confidence and is, by nature,
submissive. These mutually complimentary
characteristics help them both to achieve
the sex life they have always wanted.With
his encouragement and guidance Emma
rapidly evolves into a woman who enjoys
experiencing new sexual adventures,
dressing provocatively and indulging in
sex-games with strangers. But as the new
Emma evolves she develops her own ideas
about what she wants from her sex-life,
with consequences that neither she nor
Vincent had foreseen.?
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